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1. Introduction

Dublin City University is a young 
university in an old city with a young 
population.

According to the Shanghai Rankings we 
are in the in the top 150 in the world for 
the study of politics and are number one 
in Ireland.



The School of Law and 
Government includes 
undergraduates, 
postgraduates, PhD students, 
post-doctoral fellows, as well 
as professors.

We do research with real-
world impact.



We value student diversity and class 
participation.
We use a variety of 
teaching and 
assessment methods, 
such as essays, 
reaction papers, and 
simulations.



Philosophy
−Speed of change in the world – predictions are very 

hard to make
− Interlinkages – all affected by climate, security, 

Ebola, etc
−Not just transfer of knowledge, but develop skills 

and tools for own analysis
−Practical as well as theoretical



Our students
−Mix of backgrounds in class – different countries, ages, 

professions, etc
− Includes military, diplomatic, activists, development 

workers, journalists, NGOs, government employees, 
teachers, etc

−They go on to work in a foreign ministry, government, 
development, UN agencies, security agencies, academia, 
and business



Support 
− Thesis supervision by experts
− Excellent Library facilities
− Research institutes in the Faculty

− Ireland India Institute
− Institute for International Conflict Resolution and 

Reconstruction
− Brexit Institute
− Law Research Centre



Postgraduate taught 
programmes−MA in International Relations
−MA in International Security and Conflict
−MSc in Public Policy
−LLM (Masters in Law)
−MSc in Climate Change
−MA in European Law and Policy
−MA Data Protection and Privacy Law
− International Master in Security, Intelligence & Strategic Studies



A flavour of subjects taught



Structured PhD programme
−Large, diverse cohort of over 50 PhD students
−Dedicated supervision by expert, research-active 

members of staff
−Structured programme with extensive training in 

methods in year 1
−Limited number of fully-funded PhD scholarships 

available
−Application deadline in the spring



Further details available on our 
website
Postgraduate taught programmes: 
https://www.dcu.ie/law_and_government/masters.shtml

PhD programme:
https://www.dcu.ie/law_and_government/research-future-students.shtml

Staff profiles:
https://www.dcu.ie/law_and_government/people/index.shtml



Thank you for 
your 

attention


